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ABSTRACT
The controversy on the importance of cilildren's

attitudes toward their educational experiences has focused on two
major qu4stions: First, are attitudes an appropriate concern for
educational systems; and second, are attitudes important as
correlates of critical educational behaviors or simply as,ends inf.
themselves? This study attempted to'add some insight into this
education/attitude dilemma ky: Developing an 'instrument and
administration techRique for primary grade pupils to oprationaliZe
dimensi-citiof education related attitudes; and (2) Investigating

.relationships between this measure-and behaviors which are visible
,cOpponents of the, educational environment. With respect to the first
objective of the study a 24 -item instrument, showing relatively, high-
internal consistency;.wa as'developed. It was to a
represent give sample of pupils in grades 1-4, in -Seattle Public
Schools. e*instrupent Was fouhd to contain three factors that
accpunted for 36 Percert of the dommon variance. Furtherren
administfation.procndure was, developed which wasA&ahle tor groups of
children in the early primary grades.)The administration procedure
consisted of (rl) a standardized videotaped administration, and (2) a
response mechanism with- a four choice Likert-type scale which
elicited adequate scale variance down to the first grade level. The
instrument failed to'correlate highly with any-of the validation
criteria. The conclusion., reached was that self-reported attitudes of
primary chi14en have little impact on other educational behaviors,
specifically: adademic achievement. (Author/BJG)
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\ ABSTRACT

Tht controversy onthe importanc of children's attitudes to their educe-
t---tional experiences has focused on\two major issues:

1. Are attitudes an appropriate concern for educational systems?

2. Are attitudes important as correlates of critical educational
behavior:, or simply as ends in themselves?

Despite the lack of resolution'of the educationiattdtude controversy we
continue to spend millions of dollars on programs that are at least in part
designed to change childrens' attitudes. Most school districts and catt-
gorical funding programs have some attitude-related goals and objectives.

This study,, done durin the 1973-74 school year under a grant from the Nat-
ional Institute of Education NIE), attempted to add some'insight into this
education/a'tttude dilemma by:

1. Developing an instrument and administration technique for primary grade
pupils to operationalize dimensions of education related attitudes:

2. Investigating relAtiqnships between this measure and behaviors
which are visible components of the educational environment:

With respect to the first objective of the study a 24-item instrument,
,Thowingrelatively high internal consistency, was developed. It was admin-
istered to a representative sample of 1;864 pupils, grade 1 -4, in Seattle-
Public Schools. The instrument was found' to contain three factors that

-accounted for,36% of the common variance. Further, an adminitration pro-
cedure was developed 'which was usable for groups of children in the early
primary grades. The administration procedure consisted .40T (1) a'standard-
ized video-taped administration, and (27 a response mechanism with a four
choice Likert-type scale which elicited adequate scale_variance down to the
first grade level.

Despite the attractiveness of the instrument, it failed to-correlate highly
with any of the validation criteria. However, one of the validation, criteria,

i teacher rating of the child's attitude on each of the dimensions reflected
in the instrument itself, correlated moderately (r .29 to .60) with the
validation. criteria relatingto academic achievement.

The conclusion reached was that self-reported attitudes of primary children
,ive little impact on other educational behaviors, Specifically academic
ichicvement.: An hypothesis was advanced that attitude seen as a teacher-
.,crihed attribute of the child -is highly predictive of other educational
:,ehaviors, such as academie achievement.
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INTRODUGTION

A significant question being raised by citizens and professional educators.
alike focuses on the value of studying attitudes in -the context of the
educational process. If we know certain things about a student's affective
reactions to the school environment, can we then predict with any certainty
future behavior patterns in that environment? This affective-behavioral
link appears to be a basic assumption underlying many of the current innov-
ative programs designed to make educatiion more attractive to students (i.e.,
change students' attitudes toward school). .But there has been little system-
atic attempt to identify these attitudes and relate them to behavioral var-
iables which are educationally relevant.

To date, school.districts have been severely limited in their abilities to
measure the attitudes of their student. There are two reasons why this
situation exists. First, there has been a general lack of availability of
reliable and valid attitude measuring instruments. Second, those that are .

available have not generally been in a format that could be easily admin-
istered to groups of young children throUghout a school district. These two
problems increase drastically in magnitude when ohe is looking specifically
at the attitudes of children in grades 1,', 2, 3, and 4. It is to these meas-
urement problems that the first part of the present study is'addressed. The
second part examines the affective-behavioral linkages in an effort to Pro-
vide some guidance to educators as they contemplate programs that require
measuring attitude formation and change.

'

Background

.In the aLence of acceptable techniques to measure children's school attitudes,
a prelxmknary instrument Was developed in 1972-73. The instrument was de-
signed to meet two specific needs. .It had to.be usable with groups of child-
ren'i9 a school setting, and the responsejnechanism had to be appropriate for
students in grades 1-through 4. This 'Vested instrument was initially ad-
minitered to 1500 students. Encouraging results led to the development of
a Pan to begin 'formal test validation procedures.

The preliminary instrument,'deueloped and used in the 1972-73 school year,
seryedas the basis for the work carried out between August 1973 and November,
1974. This preliminary instrument was prepared in conjunction vith'the eval-,
uatiop of some of Seattle's ESEA Title I programs.' With the Main purpose of
measuring the potential range of variation kn-patisfActions that are generated
through experiences in the school environment, three dimenti,ons of school

:attitude were hypothesized. These dimensions were general school attitude,
peer relations, and self-concept. The_generaf-schoql attitude dimension in-
volved items dealipg with feelings about specific components of school such tas

7
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..,"'----
school subjects and learning activities. The pe relations dimension'in-
cluded items dealirie with the child's relation. with his/her peer group.
Finally, the selfconcept dimension included items dealing with a child's
perception of his own experience in the school and classroom context;

The items in the preliminary instrument we e randomly ordered and administered
via a standardised video tape, procedure t6 the test group oft primary pupils
in ESEA Title I programs. The data from the students were analyzed by Bio-
medical Statistical Programs (BMD) to make initial estimates of the relia-
bility of the preliminary scales. Four factors were,evident from the factor
analysis. General school attitudes (rkk = .86) and peer relationshipS
(rkk = :70) emerged as hypothesized. However, the self-concept scale divided
into two factors as follows: '1) Interpersonal self-concept (rkk .77) and
Intrapersonal self-concept(rkk = .65).

A significant outcome of-I7this preliminary work was the development of a
written response prOcedure whichgroups of first through fourth grade childien-
could handle with relative ease, and which yielded moreresponse variance, than
most of the dichotomously scaled instruments used with young children.

This Preliminary work, however, still left the following shortcomings'to be
resolved:

1. Since the major thrust of .pie 'preliminary instrument development
was aimed at Title I students,la true random sampling of Seattle's
student population, allowifIg generalization, was impossible.

14,

2. There was also a need to investigate the relationship between
students' attitude and ofpir educatiOnal behaviors such as academic
achievement and attendance. Clarification of the nature of this
relationship was necessary to establish the predictive validity of
the instrument.

Objectives

From this preliminary work then, objectives of the present stud re deter-
mined to be:

To produce a thoroughly tested instrument for assessing,elementary

Students attitudes toward school-based on the instrument already
prepared for Title I students;-and

2. As a part of a validation procedure, to provide empirical evidence
on the relationships between student attitude and school-relpted
behaviors.

t
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REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

4, .

Mast literature on school-related attitude has been focilsed on the im-
portanee of attitude:is:am...educational goal, the relationship between
attitude toward school and acadethic achievement, and the reltiotship
between self-concept and awademic achievement.

Attitudeas an Educational coal:

The discussion on the educational importance of attitude has.been divided
into two major controversies. On one hand, the importance of attitude is

=, argued in terms of its impact on Other educational behaviors. On the other
hand, positive attitudes are considered ends in themselves, regardless of
their effect on,other educational behavibrs, and 'are therefore worthy goals
of education.

1

Allen (1960) considered attitudes as ends in themselves for three reasons:

qv Favorable attitude should be encouraged in order to form a sound
_basis for future living,.

4
Attitude may be an.important non-intellectuarfactor in the learning
of school subjects and may condition the success of, the teacher's
efforts to motivation."

Attitude may be studiedsimply as a process of socialization.

Holt (1964), and Nennenbaum (1940) concur with this view. They feel that,
if attitudes may be what a child really-gets from schools they ought,tobe,
positive ones. A more recent study (Jencks, 1972) argues that attitudes;
should be the primary basis for evaluating schools. \

,

School personnel also seem to reel that attitudes are important ass ends
themselves. A recent survey (Woolley & ratalino, 1970) of educational Oh-
jectives, as seen by school administrators and teachers, found that a poSiOlve

., attitude toward school is considered to be one of the most desirable Objectives
for schools. Out of ossible objectives, attitude toward school was found
to be less important thane lf-edteem and citizenship and more important than
reasoning, mathemat cs, wri ing, or reading.

In general, those who attach significance to attitudes as ends '11 themselve" '
impy that affective development is an important.aspect of educat n, regard-.

less of its relationship with cogni-tive'Improvement. An implication of thiS
position is that attitude may well be an important variable to consider in ;

evaluating a school program, even 'if attitudes prove to be completely unre-
.

latedto cognitive outputs.

9,
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Relationships Between Attitude toward School and Academic Achievement:

Various studies have reported correlations between attitude toward school
in general,(teicher, curriculum, classmates, etc.) and academic achievement
ranging from -.01 tp +.35.,

,Tennenbaum (1940) devised a Thurstone-type scale to measure the
attitude of sixth and seventh graders toward school, teacher, and
classmates. lie compared these attitudes with I.Q. scores, grades
and other measures of ,achievement; he obtained no correlations above.
.13 with about 500 'subjects. - '/

Teschechtelin, HiOskind, and Remmers (1940) attempted to measure the
attitudes of-elementaryschool Children toward their teachers and
examine their relatiodship to scholastic achievement and.I.QJ, No
appreciable correlation was found between attitudes and inteliigence
test-scores (r= :10- .03, N=5 ).

,,-Zodikoff 967)Soughtto discover the relationship between children
with certaii academic backgrounds and attitudes most vital in demo.,
cratic living, including group inter-:dependence andindependent
thinking. Achievement level was found to be a significant correlate
of attitude with high academic achievers showing-higher favorable
attitude signS.

Glick (1968) studied the relationship of attitudes and achievement
using the Pupil Opinion Questionnaire, a 60-item Likert scale measur-
ing attitudes of sixth grades toward teachers, schoolwork, peers,
and school in general. He found "attitude-achievement correlations"
that were more in line with the Common assumption of a.positive
attitude achievement relationship than the results of most previous
studies have been.

The relationships between attitude and achievement,have been somewhat stronger
when the attitude is measured in relation to specific subject-matter rather
than school in general.

.

41,

In Jordan's (1941) research, the correlation between attitude and;
'achievement was found ranging from .21 to .33. These orrelations
gave some evidence that a positive relationship exists between attitude
and achievement, but in no cases-did it appear to be of impressive
magnitude.

Wethington (1966) concluded that attitude toward English; I.Q., and
grade received were in every instance significantly related, with the
correlaion between attitude and grade (r= p' .001), and the
correlation between I.Q. and attitude (r= .26, p.

Adkov (1969) studied attitudes toward reading in primary pupils, but
the attitude and achievement scores showed no significant correlation.

10-
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1
Neale,et al, (1961) a041 Hayes, et al, (1966) studied relationships =
between readin achievement and San Diego County .Inventory of Reading.
Attitude. Correlations were significant, ranging from .29 to .52.

.

The summary of research finding6 suggpats it has been generally true that 1
attitudes toward specific subjects are more related to school achievement than
are general attitudes toward school. Neverthfess, coptradictory.results pr?-
vent a definitive conclusion regarding the relationship between attitude
toward school subjects and' achievement.

a

Relationships Between Self-concept and Academic Achievement:

The third main Zategory of school related study .has focused on the relationship
between self-concept and academic achieirement. elf-concept for many educators
appears to be regarded as a separate subject ratherthan as a part of school
related attitude research.

The maintenance and enhancement of the perceived self is the motive
behind all behaviors including academic achievement, according to
Snygg and Combs (1949, 1959) and Rogers (1951).

A review oWliteratune by Purkey (1970)' indicated a persistent relationship
between self-concept and academic'achievement. It-has tuft been clear, how-
ever, whetherself-concept determines achievement or achievement shapes self-
concept.

1/4 1 .

Brookover (1967) concluded from his extensive research on self -image
and achievemefit that the assumption that human ability is the most
important factor in achievement is questionable and that the student's
'attitudes'limit the level of his/her achievement in school.

Fink (1962) found differencesrin self- concept between 5th grade under-
achievers and achfevers. He concluded that there is a significant
relationship between self-concept and academic undetachievement.

.

Brookover, Thomas,and Patterson (1964) studied 7th graders' attitudes
toward self and their achieveme 4rA.iat.ionship between' students(
repo d concepts of their own -abil

U4...11
d their grade point averages*were sitively and significantly correlated, even when measured

I.Q. was controVled.

Campbell (1967) reported a low positive correlation between the
Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory, a self-report questionnaire, and
the achievement of 4th, 5th, and 6th grade students. .

Capin (1966) studied black children's self-conceptand"their academic
achievement and found that children who professed more positive self-
concepts tended to have higher academic achievement.:

4

Gillr (1969.) also found a pattern of achievement significantly related,
to the perceived self in public school studen s.

1.1
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In an investigation of the' relationship between 'Children's percep-
tions of themselves and their sutsequent,achievement in reading ip .

the lst-'grade, Lamy (1965)*suggested_that childrey's perction's. c4
themse.lves and thetf world are not only related to, but.may.in fact

--N by -causal, factors in,-thgir subsequent reading achievement. .

3

k i t
.

Wattenberg and Clifford' (1964Y foundehatin"kindergaften children,
self-concept appears to be antecedent to and predictive of reading

.
a

achieVemeht in the second grade. .

It can be seen from the research that much conflicting evidence has been
generated on the importance.ofsaffective dimensions in studying educational
processes. In spite of this inconclusiveness, the intuitive atttqction of
the concept of attitude has led educators to 'spend large sums of money on
programs which seek to "improvesattitudes;" The present study attempts to,
shed some further light-on the question of educational impact of attitudes by
developing a new attitudinal measure and examining its predictive validity
in terms of observable eddcational behaviors.

S. I
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PROCEDURES

Instrument Development

.Based on the analysis of data from the preliminary instrument, four attitude
factors were hypothesized for the presdnt 1973-74 study. The factors were
general school attitude, attitude toward school subjects, interpersonal self-
concept, and intrapeKsonal self - concept. From the 23 items on the prelim-
inary instrument, 17 items were utilized. Items which did not contribute
at leest 16%, (loading .40) common variance to a single factor,were elimin-
ated.. Five items fora scale on attitude toward school subjects were added
as a dimension. as a result of.the literature search finding that attitudes
toward the specific subjects were more related to the school achievement
than general school attitude.

With the generation of two additional items for the self-conpeA factor, the
revised instrument used in 1973-74 consisted of 24 items. The items were
simple and short questions (Appendix A) to induce self-report data from
the children and Were administered by video-tape. Of the three
common methods of measuring attitude; self-report, behavioral ratings, and
projective method, the'.self-report type of instrument has two significant
merits over other methods-. The instrument can be administered to groups of stu-
dents; and also,, data are-gathered-directly from students. The video-taped admin-
istration has advantages over the traaltilarial type of paper-andIpencil
questionnaire in that it not only reduces per impact on the response to
attitudinal questions but also can be uniformly aa0Inistered to different
groups of students.

The self-report answer sheet used by the students was a modified Likert scale
cousisting'of four points. (Appendix B). Rather than,the usual "strongly agree/
disagree" labels for the points, a scale consisting of "big yes" (written big
in a big box), "little yes" (written small in a little box), "little no", and
"big no" was marked by the children to indicate their responses to the
questions.

Predictive validity

Since a major thrust of this study had to do with the value of studying attit-
udes in the context' of the educational process, predictive' validity of the
instrument was regarded as a main concern. Five validation criteria were
Selected as representative of the kinds of student behaviors with which
most educators are commonly concerned.

13
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L. School attendance - number of days absent and tardy during the first
quart The year.

2. Acadcia.c achievement I - Metropolitan Ach .!vement Test combined Reading
and Aathematics scores for fall, 1973 and spring, .1974.

3.' Academic Achievement II - School grades.in subject-matter.areas.
(langv .le arts, reading, arithmetic, social studies, science)

4. Citizenship - grades in conduct and attitude, and work and study'
habits.

5. Teachers' Rating Scale - As a part of the validation criteria for the
study, a Teachers' Rating Scale (Appendi,x C) was developed. Since
the scale was to .measure teacher's observations of children's at-
titude toward the school surroundings, it was designed as a counter-
part of the children's instrument. The scale consists of a four-choice
rating of each child's,attitude on each of the four hypothesized
factors.

Data on each of the five criteri'a were giihered two times for the sub-sample
and product moment correlations were cot puted between scores on the five
variables and the obtained factor scoreh.

Sampling

the sample of students to whom the 24-item attitude instrument was administered
consisted of all students (grades 1-4) in each of the ten elementary schools,
including 1,943 students for the pre-survey and 1,864 for the post-survey.
This represented approximately 10% of the Seattle District's population for
these grades. The ten schools were selected out of total of 86 elementary
schooli in Seattle School District #1 by a random interval sampling procedure.,
In order to assure representation of all socio - economic levels of the school
district, schools were ranked according to the percentage of poverty of thiir
respective attending populations. Percentage of poverty was computed based,
on 0E0 Poverty Guidelines and 1970 census data converted to school attendance
areas.

For purposes of collecting validation data, two sub-sample's were drawn from
the original sample described above:

Sub-Sample 1, A 256 sub-sample was randomly selected froA within each
school for purposes of collecting all validation data except Metropolitan
Achievement Test scores.

Sub-Sample 2. A group consisting of all second and fourth graders from
Sub-sample 1. waa'used for validating the attitude scale against Metropolitan
Achievement Test scores. This group consisted of 12.5% of the original
sample,

11 .



Modifications Of the Original Design

'Claes originally intended to gather attituJe ratings by teachers, principals,
and counselors on this sub-sampl

. of students'as one criterion for validating
the attitude survey.- However, most principals and counselors indicated they
were not well enough acquainted with the majortty of sampled students to
provide knowledgeable ratings. Consequently, only teacher ratings were used
fo'r this part of the validation study;

It was'also originally planned to'gather disciplinary referrals on the sub-
sample of the,students as validation data. Hoyf,ver, the teachers' ratings
on "conduct and attitudes" and "work and study habits" on thereport,cards were'

.

used as a substitute for the disciplinary referrals because of the paucity of
disciplinary 'referral data.

Timeline

Preparation for the survey: August 1, 1973 - October 6,1973
4

Additional4iterature was surveyed for the purpose of revising the
I instrument.

The,data collected frim the 1972-73 Title I project were further
'analyzed as an input for the revision of the instrument.

A revision of the attitude instrument and the Video taped administra-
tion was made.

The. attitude rating scale for teachers was constructed as a valida-
tion criterion,,

A sample of ten Uementary'schools was drawryby a random interval
sampling procedure, representing all socio-economic levels of the
Seattle School District #1.

Administration (Pre-test) bf the attitude instruments and collection of ".

'-validation data: October 7, 1973 - November.12, 1973

The revised instrument was administered to the entire lst through 46'
grade populations of the ten sample schools (October 8 - November 6,
1973).

The validation scales were adthinistered to teachers, principals and
counselors atthe time of the administration,

Other validation data including school attendance records and school
achievement reports were collected and an arrangement was, Made fcrt the
access to the Metropolitan Achlevementdest'scores of the subjects.

15
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Data Analysis: November 13, 1973 - March 1974

Th3 completed instruments,were coded and ready_Dtr the\
initial analysis,

Validation data were similarly coded.

Administration (Post-test) of the attitude instrument and collection of the
datd: April 15, 1974 - June 20, 1974;

ti
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RESULTS

.*

Instrument Development

Factor Analysis. Following the firStand ,second administration of the
24 it-eriTITarument,in-October 1973 and May 1974, data were factor analyzed
with varimax rotation. Items failing to meet the simple structure criterion
and items which did not contribute at least 107. common variance to a single
factor were'eliminated from further consideration. Remaining items were
refactored and factor scores on each factor wee usedto test for predictive
validity.

'Results of the factor' analysis of attitude survey items are presented in
Table .. Items were analyzed twice for the pre- and twice for the post -test
of attitude instrument with the second analysis in each case including only
items meeting the simple structure criterion, and contributing at least ten
percent common Variance to a factor. Three identifiable factors account for
36% of the common variance in the pre-est analysis and 38% in the Post -test
analysis.

The data in,Table 1 lend empirical support-to three of the four hypothesized
factors thatqhe survey was intended to measure:., general school attitude
(Factof I), ineerpersonal self-concept (Factor II),.and intrapersonal self-
concept (Factor III): Items hypothesized to measure additional factors
iden'tif'iable as attitudes toward specific subject matter areas clearly
merged with the general school attitude factor. This latter finding suggests
that students in the age group under studytend, at-least effectively, to
view various subject matter areas as part of'a'toial-School experience rather
than as distinct entities.

,.
Item Distributions. As a check on the success of the four-point scale

answer sheet format in inc' easing variance, item distributions were computed
for both pre and post-survey administration. Examlnation of the data pre-
sented in Tables 2 andv3 reveals that while there is a clear tendency for
Most distributions to be skewed in the direction of "positive" or "favorable",
responses; all scale points were used (i.e. enpugh variance was generated)
to an extent whiCh indi.cates that children'in this age range are capable of

.discriminating beyond simple dichotomous scales.

Reliability. Internal consistency reliability coefficients (coefficient
alpha):we're calculated for the items on each factor both in pre and post-tests.
(Nunnally, 1970). As shown in Table 4, the coefficient for general school
attitude was the highest, with .80 in pre-test.and 777 for-the post-test.
The second factor, interpersonal self-concept, had coefficients of .64 in the
pre-survey and .69 in the post=survey. The third factor, intrapersonal sdIf-1
concept yielded the lowest coefficients with .50 in pre survey and..46 in the
post-survey.
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. TABLE 1

TEST ITEM FACTOR LOADINGS FOR ITEMS MEETING SIMPLE STRUCTURE
107. COMMON VARIANCE CRITERIA

''',...

.

Item
No

i

.

S
Items for Factors

Factor Loadings
Pre , - Post

24
Items -

19

Items
24

Items
20

Items
-

I

,..,

,t1

4.,

%
44

1 ,'Do

4

6-

'8

,10

11
.

12

13

20

22

you like math? k

Do you'like schOol? .

Do you like spelling?

'Do you think that school is boring?

Do you like things you do in school?

'I'Do you like writin?

Is reading fun for you?
.

Do you think school is a sad place?

Do you like to work in school?
.

Do you think that school is a happy
place? .

.46

4071

.51

-.64'

.57

.47

.38*

-.32*

'.75

.65

.48

.71

:49

7:57
,

.58

..48

*
,-

,., 40*

.76

:66.
.

:51

.76 ,

.51

-.72

.63

.4d

;46
4p

-.45.

'.75

.661

.

.46

.69

'.48

-.68

.66

.51.-

.48
,,

--.5l

.)4

.67

H
I-4

).,,--17
o
A.,

u
m

4'

7

15

18,

'21

Are other kids usually friendly

Do most of the other kids like ?

Do you have lots of friends you age?

Do other people like you?

Do other people trust you?

.47

.68

.31

.63

.44"

*4

.67

.35

.65

.45

.45:

.76

.41

.68,

.41

.46

:73

4:39

.65

.42

..'1

.)1

I.,

A.,

u
g

2

3

9

.13

16

24

Do you wish thatyou were a

different girl-or .boy? ,

Is it hard to be yourself?

Do You give"up very easily?

Dp you think that school is a sad
place?

.

Are things all mixed up in your life?

Does it take you a long-time to
get used to anythinj new?

.35

.45

.38

.42

.40

.43

.35

.43

.38

.36

.41

,

.41

.39

.46

.23*

.12*

.56

.32

.36,

.43

.26*

.15*

.57

'.33

* Not used in computing factor scores;

18
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TABLE 2
,

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF RESPONSES I (PRE -TEST)
4 .N=1943 \ .

Percentage of Responses

Item- No. 1* 2* '3* Mibsing

1 19.2 9.7 23.8 44.0 3.3

2 70.2 9.8 5.3 11.9 2.8

3 53.5 22.0 9.2 12.6 2.7

4 11.3 5.0 19.1 62.4 2,2

5 4.0 7.0 85.0 2.2

6 22.4

.1.8

11.1 24.1 39.F 2.6

7 21.5 15.2 29.1 32.1 2.1

8 57.8; 13.5 7.4 19.8 1.5

9 52.8 19,1 7.9 18.6 1.6

10 6.9 5.5 24.4 61.6 1.6

11 11.3, 8.5 23.7 54.9 1.6

12 12.1
.

8.6 19.3 58.5 1.5

13 70.4 12.6 3.8 11.2 2.0

14 17.9 7,8 18.9 53.9 1.5

15 14.5 9.3 28.5 45.7 ?.0

16 58.1 15.5 9.4 14.7 2.3

17 13.6 10.0 15.7 59.3 1.4

18 6.7 29.6 53.5 1.5

19 5.9 2.3 8.1 82.2

!) 14.1 9.7 24.3 50.4 1.5

21 1'3.0 11.9 27.8 45.3 2.0

22 10.8 7.5 20.9 59.1 1.7'

23 8.5 5.7 25.0 59.3 1,5;1

24 41.9 18,0 13,4 25.4 1.3

* 1-4 refer to "Big No ", "Little No ", "Little Yes", and "Big Yes"
respectively.

19
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TABLE S

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF RESPONSES II (POST-TEST
N =1864

of Responses

Item. No.

lopercentage

1*. 2* 3*

1

2

/0.0

69.1

10.0

10.4

3 55.0 - 23.4 9.5
4 13.7 6.9 23.2.

5 2,9 1.6

6 23.0 13.5 28.3
7 18.0 16.7 36.1

8 51.1 *16.3 10.2

9 59.7 21;7 L.d
10 8.5 30.7

11 12,9 .10.0 26.4
12 12,9 9.0 21.5

69.4 15.1 4.7
T4 17.9 9.9 19.6

15 13.7 712.8 31.3

16 58.9 15.9 11.1

17' 13.7 12.4 19.5

18 9.5 7.7 33.0
1,9 4.9 3.0 9.9

20 17.2 12.9 28.5

21 13.3 12.8 33.2

22 12.3 10.6 24.8

23 6.2 7;0 29.4

24 43.6 21.0 12,6

1

4* Missing

/.

2.2

11.3' 1.7

9.8 2.3

54.1 2.1

84.0 1.8

33.5 1,7

27.9 1.3

21.5 0.9

10.9 1.1

:52.6 1.J

49.6 1"1.

55.6 1.0

9.3 1.5

50.9 '1.7

1,3

12.4 1.7

53.1 J.3 -

49.1 0.7

81;5 0.7

40.7 0.7

39.8 0.9

.51.3 1.0

56.5 0.9

22.4 0.4

* 1-4 refer to "Big No", "Little No", "Little Yes", aed "Big Yes"
respectivep

20
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TABLE 4

INTERNAL CONSISTENCY RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS BY GRADE
(COEFFICIENT ALPHA)

Pre-Survey (N=1813) Post-Survey (N =1484)

Factors Gr 1 Gr 2 Gr 3 Gr 4 Total Gr 1 Gr 2 Gr 3 Gr 4 Total

I .68 .79 .84 '.86 .80 .77 .80 .74 .75 .77
1 'a

,II . .63 .60 .68 .73 64" .65 .64 .68 .71 .69

III .58 .42 .48 .54 .50 .38 .46 .48 .58 .46

a

Predictive Validity

' Teachers Ratings of Student Attitudes. Correlations between scores on
each of the attitude factors and teacher ratings, of student attitudes are
presented in Table 5. Although statistical significance is obtained in most
cases, the generally low correlations indicatea.a weak relationship between the
self-report measure and teacher perceptions of-students' bdiliavior. The most
stable relationship appears to be between scores on Factor I and teacher ratings
on all dimensions 'measured., This fibding suggests tbaiTITadlier-observations
of student behavior tend to focus on aoingle dimension. Teachers do not
seem to view different attitude fictors as distinguishable from one another.
This explanation is given further support"by the high intercorrelations
among items on the 'Teacher Rating Form, (Table 6.)

-

TABLE 5

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN ATTITUDE FACTORS
ANDTEACHERS' RATINGS

Teacher Rating ,Item 1** Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Total

Factor I
Pre
Post

Pre
I Factor II

Post

Pre
Factor III

Post

.21*

.23*

.07

,14*

.17*

.09* .

.23*

.32*

.10*

.13*

.17*

.12*

.18*

.19*

..08

.18*

.11*

.14*

.21*

.18*

.05

.11

.19*

.12*

.24*

..27*

.0.9*,

.16*

.18*

''. 14*

* p <.05
** See Appendix C for teachet rating items.

21
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TABLE 6 -

INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG ITEMS ON THE TE4CHER RATING FORM

Item

2'
3

4

.1

c81*
.71*

464* .

.63*

.64* .56*

See Appendix C. for teacher rating items.

Attitudes-and AcademiCbAchieVement. Correlations between attitudb fee-6rscor ,ps and grades received various subject matter areas are'presented in
sable7: Correlations are generally low and, while a few are statistically
ignificant, there is no apparent pattern which woul3 suggest asystematiC-

relaticnship between the self-reportoattitude factor scores and academic
grades.

TABLE 7
'CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS-BETWEEN ATTITUDE FACTORS 'D

AND SUBJECT-MATTER GRADES

A

Subject-Matters
.Grades

.

'Factor I Factor II Factor III
Pre

(N=360)
Post

(N=345)
Pre f
(N=360)

Post
(N=345)

Pre
(N=360)

Post
0=345)-

Language Arts

Reading

Arithmetic

Social Studies

Science

Total

.18*

.08

.13*

.15*

.13*

.17*

.17*

.19*

.14*

.08

.06

.17*

.05

.02

,04

.10*

.04

.13*

.15*

.15W

,01

:02

.13*

.16*

-.02

.13*

.20* ,

.10*

A .17*

J.4*

.10*

.19*

.10*

.13*

.17*

When Teacher ratings of student attitudes were correlated with subject matter
grades, a consistent pattern of moderately high coefficients emerged. (SeeTable 8). This was not unexpected, because the attitude raters and the graderswere the same people.

*, p <.05-
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TABLE 8

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN TEACHERS
/ AND SUBJECT=MATTER GRADES

.

.t,

- Language
Arts

.

Reading

.

A1ith-

metic
Social

Studies Science .Total

1*
..

.

Pre
Post -

.'

.30

.31

.34.

:34

.27

.36

.

.36

4-23

,35
:26

.41

. 39-..

Item 2
Pre
Post

.34

7

A29

.39 ...

.32

.44\
.

42
b
.24'

.41

.25

' .49

A .44

Item 3
Pre .

Post ,

..4

,36
.4D

.30

.26

.28

.35

.29

.25
.37
.22

.46

.35

Item'4 ', ?r-e-Post
.19

.43

.25

. .38

.39

.45

.44

.33
. 34

.32'

44
".48

%

Total
Pre

Post
.34

.41

.33:

.40'

.37

, .47.
.

.44

.31'

.42

.31

.52-

.49

N (Pre-test) = 360 N (Post-test)- 337

K
It is probable that the size of these_correlations was limited by restricted,
variance in the elementaiy gtade reporting in Seattle.' The typical-scale
has three point: "outstanding," "satisfactory",-and "needs improvement"-
with'the vast ma4prity of students regularly receiving the middle rating.

A similar pattern of .correlations emerged when the external achievement
criterion (the Metropolitan Achievement Test Combined Reading and Math) was used:
(See,Tables 9 and 10.)

TABLE 9

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN ATTITUDE FACTORS
AND METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST COMBINEDEADING AND MATH SCORES

Grade Factor. I Factor II Factor III

2nd

1

Pre-Survey (N=90)
PosE=Survey (N=201)

- .18*

. .29*
.06

.22*

.32*

.04

4th
pre- Survey (N=102)
Post-Survey (N=304)

.

.02

.08

.16

.04

.13

.01

p <.05
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TABLE 10

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN TEACHERS' RATINGS
AND METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST COMBINED READING &MATP SCORES

a

,

.

.

.

.
'

Teacher Rating

Grade/ Grade 4

, Pre Post
(N=90). . (i=7,8)

Pre
(N=102)

,Post
(N =66)

.

Item 1
. -.42 l'..,, .44 .37 .45

Item-2
. :43 ''.46. .44 .54

Item 3 ,
. ..29 .40 .34 .54

Item 4 ..50 .36 .39 $' .52
Total .48 .50 .43 .60

p <.05 in all cases

The low correlatibng-of the achievement data with the self-report meaSure and
the consistent, moderptely high correlations with teachers' ratings suggest
that the latter is a good affective predictor of academic achievement. The
data.clearly%do not indicate a meaningful relationship between attitudes
measured by the self-report and -cademic Achievement.

411.

Attitudes and School At1endancer. Correlations between factor scores on.
the Attitude Survey and-school attendance are presented_in Table 11.

TABLE 11

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN ATTITUDE FACTORS
AND ATTENDANCE RECORDS

I

.,,

.

, v
Absenteeism Tardiness

Pre
-(N=360)

Post
(T=245)

Pre
(N=360)

,Po,st

(N4345)
..i

I

1

i

1

Factor I

Factor II

Factor III

.01

01

.409

.01

-.14*

-.03*

.01

.11*

.04

-.05

.11*'

.10*.

p < .05
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While scattered correlations meet minimal "stati0tical.significance levels,
all are sufficiently low to Indicate the absence of a meaningful relationship.

Correlaelons between teachers' ratings and'rates of. tardiness follow a pattern
similar to the achievement correlations (seeTable 12). However, in this

/ case the relationship may be largelyedue to thE fact that tardiness is one
1 of a number of things whUh bears ditectly on a teacher's rating. No relation-

ship b4Ween absenteeism and teachers' ratiogs'emerged, possibly because,
unlik' tardiness, many of .the reasons for being absent are considered accept-

ehaviors.

41

0

4#

TABLE 12 /

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN TEACHERS' RATINGS
AND ATTENbANCE

(
.

.

Teacheis' Rating Form

74tbsenteeism,
, ..-.

'Tardiness

Pre
(N =360)

Post
(N=337)

4,......./flie
(N=360)

Post
(N=337)

Item 1 .

Item 2

Item 3
. .

Item 4 .

Total
.

.06'

.02

.04 °

.07

.05

.07

.98*

.03

. .06

.07
0 ..

4

' .17*

.16*

.20*

.17*
r

._

.20*

.

.22*

.20*

.16*

.21*
.

.23*

Attitude and Citizenship Grades. Correfitions between attitude factor
scores and grades' received for "citizenship" are given in Table 13.

TABLE 13

AORRELATION, CeEFFICIENTS BETWEEN ATTITUDE FACTORS
AND CITIZENSHIP GRADES

.

Conduct and'Atitude
,

Work and.-Study Habits )

Pre Past Pre Post
(N=360) 0=345) (N=360) (N=345)

.... .

'Factor I .15* .25* .10* .23*
Factor II .05* ' .19* .00 .18*
Factor III .21*, ,,.19* ' .04 .1,*

* P <.05

3'
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a modest, significant relationship is apparent between attitude
scores and, citizenship measures obtained at th'e end of the year,. the

,:zciations are of.the Same order of magnitude as those obtained between
tude factvs scores and the other validation criteria. Although' in 'map
significant, the s.trength'of these correlations is not sufficient

.w, rant acceptance of,attitude factor scores obta-ined from the student
i!-Lepprt instrument as' an adequate predictor of school related behaviors.

1

Ly

r.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was designed to accomplish two major objectives. The first was
to develop a measurement tool and,an administration technique for assessing

. educationally relevant attitudes- of students in the primary grades. The
.second was to examine the-relationship between attitudes as measured and

_ certain student'behaviors which represent day-to-day concerns of the
professional educator.-

With respect to the first objective, a 24-item Likert-type instrument was
developed and demonstrated to measure three identifiable dimensions of student
attitude: general attitude toward school, interpersonal self- concept; and
intrapersonal self-concept.', .

In addition, an administration procedure, including a special answer - sheet
and a videotaped presentation was devised to facilitate use of the instrument
in classroom settings. Both the videotape and the answer-sheet format proved
easy to deal with in a classroom of 20 students. Average administration time,.
including equipment setup, was about 45 ilinutes.

The items appeared readily-understandable to primary students and yielded
response variances and reliabilities within an acceptable range. However,

. the moderate amount of common variance accounted for by the three obtained
factors suggests that the survey.be-used with caution ap a sole index of
attitudes or attitude change in educational program research and evaluation.

For those in search of a set of systematic relationships between student
attitudes_ measured by a self-report instrument and student-behaviors in an

educational environment, the results of this study lend little encouragement.
One is forced to conclude that the prime reason that many self-report instru-
ments have not correlated well with observable educational behaviors is not
due solely to inadequate instrumentation, One must search. for some more
basic reason that would account for the failure of this and other self-report
instruments to demonstrate external validity.

In examining the relationships: f all validation data collected during this
study, it was'found that while the self-report invumenf did not correlate
well with the validation criteria, the intercorre1.3tions among many of the
validation criteria were moderately high. It was further recognized that the
teachers' ratings of students' attitudes also correlated well with the
other validation criteria. Figure 1 shows these correlations.

0",j t1
4.de
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FIGURE 1

This situation indicates that there was, in fact, a relationship between student
attitudes ascribed by teachers, and educationally relevant student behaviors.
However, this rel4tionship does not focus on a concept of student attitude
that holds that attitude is a phenomenon residing totally within each in-
dividual student. Rather, as applied to students.in a school setting,
attitudes would more usefully be defined as the total set of behaviors dis-
played by students" and interpreted by school staffs in terms of teacher
expectations. Student attitudes then become "ascribed" to students rather
than "residing" within them. Viewed in this way, the usually high agreement
among teachers in a given school about the attitude of particular students
is explained.

Further, the means to apply this concept of teacher-ascribed student attitude
in useful ways within the classroom becomes clear. If we want to "improve
attitude", it then follows that what we are really sayings that we,want
student behavior to be more in line with those behaviors that school staffs
expect and admire, and that produce demonstrable learning.

In summary, this study produced a reliable self-report attitude assessment
instrument. 'The instrument uses a four point scale and a standardized
videotaReadministration,procedure that is well within the capabilities of
first through fourth grade students. However, the instrument cannot be
validated in terms of commonly identified, relevant, student educational

4-)0
Adr-.3
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.

behaviors. At the same time, professional school staffs insist that the
"attitude" of students is.a very important factor in student achievement.
Our experiences have shown that, to be educationally useful, student attitude
for pupils in grades 1-4 should be 4nceived as an ascribed attitude that
is' a_composite of the 'teacher's interpretations of student behaviorsin
terms of the teacher's expectations, rather than a self-report of the student.
As the literature 'already suggests, in terms of validity, self-report Th-
strumenls for youlg pupils may be destined for failure as correlates of
educational behaviors. More useful and relevant research should be conducted
to investigate which particular behaviors are most observed and used by
teachers in formulating a, students' "ascribed attitude" and how these
"critical"'behaviors may be systematically and reliably observed.

dr 19
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APPENDIX A.

7

ADMINISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS

-Hi, my name is Mrs. Meiehel. I work for a department of the Seattle Schools

that is interested in finding out what students:Iike you think about school.

By learning what you think about school, we can find out if,we are doing.a.

good job making school an interesting and fun place to be. Today I am going

to ask-you some questions about yourself, your class and school in general..-
..

I'will read the questions to you one by one. I. will give you plenty of time

to answer.

Right now I have some very important things to tell you. There are no right or

wronganswers towthese questions, sd answer exactly what you-think.. Also. please

i

do not talk about your answers to any of the other students. f.-.When you are
_ .

through, we are going to ask you towrite your name at the end of the last

'page. This is only so that we can ask you some more questions later on. Your

teachers will never know the answers you gave to these questions. Your answers

will be our secret. 9
.

Okay, now everyone should have a pencil and three pieces.of paper, one green

,sheet, one yellow sheet, and one blue sheet. If-you'ao not have all of these,
t..?,

things, please raise your hand right now and the monitor will bring them to

you now.

Please do not make any marks on the paper witil I start asking questions.
4

Now please look at the green sheet of paper, there is one just like it on the

screen.

On the left side of the paper are some pictures, see over here, there are

several pictures. The first picture is a dollar bill...does everyone see it

dollar bill. The next one is a ear; next:is a book; next is a picture of
r

akite, then a picture of a motorcycle; ,:he next one istof a star; next is a

picture of a tree. The next picture is of a boat; the next picture is a clock,

and finally thelast picture is of an airplane. Okay, now let's go back to

the 'first tone, the' dollar bill, is, everybody there? the dollar bill. (the first

picture on the sheet). Next to the dollar bill are four answer boxes, right

here l-2-3-4.. There's a big no box "N-0," no. There's a little no box, again

"N-0." There's a little yes box, "Y -E-S" in the little box and finally a big

29
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box that has yes in it "Y-E-4" yes.

This is the way you will- answer the questions; I will point to a pictu're on the
answer sheet and ask you to find that picture on your paper. Then,I will
ask you a question. You will give.your answer by-making a mark in one of
the boxes next to the picture. You can make any kind of a mark you want.
You mark the big ho box if your answer to the question is a big strong
"NO!! (loudly). You mark the little no box if your answer to the question-is

"no", but only a l=ittle no. You mark the little yes,box if your answer to the

question is "yes", but only a little yes. You mark"the big yes box if your
answer to the question is a big strong "YES, (loudly).
Now let's do a few questions together for practice.,, Be sure you are looking at-
the'green piece of paAr. For practice, we are just going to be working with
the first two rows', the rows with the dollax.bill and the car; just those first
two. Got it? Now, I will ask-the first-practice question, then you will answer
the question on your green piece of paper. Do not answer out loud. First, we
need to find the line with the dollar picture - there it is, the dollar bill
picture. Can you all find it on your picture. Can you all find it on your

Raper?

The question is, "Do you like torwatch " *Ifw look at the line next to the
dollar bill, and answer the question "Do J.ke to watch TV?" If yo\i really
really like to watch TV, your answer is a big(yes, 8Q mark the big yes box.
If you like to watch TV,..but only a little, your answer is a little yes, so
mark the little yes box. If you don't like to watch TV very much, your.answer
is a little no; so mark the little no box. And if you really hate to watch
TV, your answer is a big no, so mark the big no box. Okay, now everybody mark
the big no box. Okay, now everybody mark on the box next to the dollar bill
which gives your answer to the question. Be sure you only mark one box.'

S1-Le I like to'watch TV in a big way, my answer is a big yes, right here. Here's
the big yes box, remember? So to answer the questionI circled the word yei
in the big yes box, right there.

All right, let's do another one. Now we need to find the picture of the car.
Here it is, the picture of the car, can everybody find it?

The question is, "Do you like to play football?" Now'everyone mark one of
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)

the boxes eit to the car which gives your answer to the question, "Do yin)

like to play football?" Does everybody understand hdw answer the question?

If y6u do not understand, raise your hand and the monitor will help you.

Now we will begin with thd real questions. Be sure to mark your answer

carefully, and don't change any answers. Remember - there are no right or

wrong answers. Remember to mark only one answer and don't answer out-loud.

Mark your answer tO the next question in one of the boxes next to the book.

Right here, next tp the book. The question is, "Do you like math ?" "Do you

like,math?"

Mark your answer to the text question in one of the boxei next to'the.kite

Right here, next to the kite. The question is; "Do you wish that you were a
)

different girl (or boy)?" "Do you wiskthat you were a,different girl, (or boy)?"

Marksyour answer to the next estion in one of the boxes next to thelbr-

.

cyc,i.e. Right here, next to the motorcycle. The question is, "Is it hard to be

`yourself?" "Is it hard to be yourself?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the star.

Right here, next tp the star. &The question is "Do you like school?" "Do

you like school?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the tree.
.

Right here, next to the.tree. The question is "Do you have a very good

friend?" "Do you have.a'very good friend?"

Mark your answer:to the next question in oie of the boxes next to the boat.

Right here, next to the boat. The question is, "Do you like spelling?"

"Do you like spelling?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the clock.

Right-here, next to the clock. The question is, "Are otherkids usually

friendly?" "Are other kids Aisually friendly?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the airplane.

Right here; next to the alrplane."'A,The question is, "Do you think that school

is boring?" "Do you think that school is boring?"
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Now turn to the yellow piece of paper. The pictures on it are lust like

those on the green paper. Mark yo" v Answer' just as you did before.

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the dollar

bill. Right here; next to the dollar bill. The question is, "Do you give

up very easily?" "Do you give up easily ?"

Mark your answer to the next questioiin one of the boxes next to the car.

Right here, next to the car. The question is, "Do you like things you do in

school?" "Do you like things you do in school?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the book.

Right here, next to the book. The question is, "Do yqu like writing?"

"Do you like writing?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the kite.

Right here, next'io the kite. The question is, "Is reading fun for you?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one., of the boxes next to the motor-

cycle. Right here, next to the'motorcycle. The question is, "Do you think

that school is a sad place?" Do you think that school is a sad place?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the star.

Right here, next to the star. The question is, "Do you like science?"

"Do you like science?"

:'Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the tree.

Right here, next to the tree. The question is, "Do most of the other kids

like you?" "Do most of the other kids like you?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one the boxes next to the boat.

Right here, next to the boat. The question is, re things all mixed up

in your life?" "Are things all mixed:Iv in your life?" ...

Mark your answer to the next questioU in one of the boxes next'to the clock.

Right here, next to the clock.' The question is"Do yOu have lots of friends

your age?" "Do you have lots of friends your age?" i
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Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the

airplane. Right here, next to the airplane. The question is, "Do other

people likt you?" "Do other people like 9you?"

Now turn to the blue piece of paper. The pictures on'it are just 1

on the yellow paper. Mark your answers just as you did before.

o

Mark your answer tope net question in one of the boxes next to the dollar

bill. Right here, next to the dollar bill. The question is, "Is art fun

for you?" "It art fun fof you?"

ik those

.-.

, .

1

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the'car.

Right here, next to the car. The question is, "Do you like to work in "-

school?" "Do you like to work in school?"

6
Mark your answer to the next, question in one of the bokes next tpthe book.

Right here, 'next to the book. The question is, "Do.other people trust you?"

"Do other people trust you?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the kite.

Right here, next to the kite. The question is, "Do you thinly that.school is

a happy place?" "De you think that school is a happy place ?"

Mark your answer to the next question in one of the boxes next to the motor-
.

cycl4. Right here, next to the motorcycle. The question is, "Do youleel

good about the way you dolhings?". "Do you feel good about the-way you do

things?"

Mark' your answer to the next question in one of'the boxes next to the star.

Right here, next,to the star. The question is, ';Does it take you a long

. time to get used to anything new?" "Does it take you a long time to get,used

to anything new?"

Please write your name, lirst and-last name, on the line on the blue paper.

Ask the monitor for help if you need it.
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APPENAnt C - TEACHER RATING FORM

Validation of Student Survey (Fall 1973)

School Grade

Below are the statements which might describe the above 'lamed child and

his/her behavior. Please circle the number of the answer ibr each item which

best fits your comprehensive judgment about the child and his behavior.

strongly agree 1

agree 2

disagree 3

Strongly. disagree 4

All responses will be kept confidential.

1. School seems tq be a happy place for him/her. He is well adjusted tc,school
and rarely appears bored. In general, he teems to like school.

1 ' 2 3 4

2. He/she seems to enjoy his school subjects. He-likes his studies and work
'in school.

, 1 2 3 4,

i..
...

3. He/she enjoys working and playing with other children. He is cooperative and
and friendly with them. Other kids seem to like and trust him.

1 2 3 4

4. He/she.feels secure in the way he -does things. In general, he seems to feel
confident in himself.

\1 2 3 4

This form was completed by'the student's: (please checkone)

Principal

Teacher

Counselor or other student service worker
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